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This report examines the issue of extremist groups and their links to serving military members. It explores Department of Defense (DOD) efforts to identify and deter such activities. It also reviews the evolution of extremist groups, their use of technology and informational resources as well as their proclivity for using Weapons of Mass Destruction. The report offers recommendations for strengthening DOD efforts in this arena.
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The discussion in the following pages explores, in many cases, the efforts of the Department of the Army to resolve the issue of extremism. The study focuses on the Army's actions because the available literature is, for the most part, topical to the Army. While the discussion position differs from the Army's study conclusions, the intention is to concentrate on future requirements not on criticism of past actions.

Special thanks to Mr. Peter Probst, Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Special Operations and Low Intensity Conflict, and Mr. Jerry Anderson, Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Equal Opportunity). Their thoughts, expertise, accessibility, and connectivity to other experts in the field were central to the issue at hand.
ASYMMETRY FROM THE RIGHT: IMMINENT DANGER FROM EXTREMISM ACTIVITIES?

The recently released Report on the Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) identified the ways and means through which the Department of Defense (DOD) intends to accomplish the objectives defined by the President's National Security Policy. The QDR emphasized the critical importance of responding to the increasing danger of asymmetrical threats such as terrorism, information warfare, and the use of nuclear, biological or chemical agents by non-state actors. As the United States moves forward toward the new millennium, we face a threat that seeks to exploit the combined use of these asymmetrical actions to achieve its end.

This threat, extremism, seeks to destroy the institution of pluralistic government that makes this country strong. DOD has to be concerned with responses to incidents created by such extremists. However, a greater concern is the existence of hidden relationships between extremist groups and serving military members. Such relationships are a threat to the good order of both the services and the country.

This paper addresses these hidden relationships and offers courses of action to sever them. It also reviews the current policy on extremism in the military, discusses the findings of
the Secretary of the Army's Task Force on Extremist Activities and its implications, explores the use of technology by extremists, and offers a recommendation for strengthening DOD policy concerning extremist activities.
THE THREAT

Extremism is activity at the far ends of the political spectrum. It has been defined as "A position at the end of an ideological spectrum; home of the politically far-out."\(^2\) Congressional hearings indicate the objectives of such behavior are to proscribe the rights of specific groups to participate in society and to impose certain values on the public at the expense of basic freedoms.\(^3\) Extremists seek to achieve these objectives by silencing opposition through fear and violence. They also abuse democratic processes by filing frivolous documents and filing tax liens against local or state governments. Finally, they promote conspiracies in an effort to isolate various citizen groups from belief and trust in the federal government.\(^4\) What means do extremist organizations use to achieve their objectives?\(^5\)

The answers range from promulgating strategies by technology usage to building coalitions. These coalitions include disparate members like the National Rifle Association and Christian Right. All of these groups are brought together by emphasizing ideals bridging the gaps between their causes.\(^6\) Leadership is also a primary contributor.
As Figure One depicts (See Appendix A.), currently recognized extremist group leaders have been involved in radical causes for twenty years. These individuals have moved from organization to organization changing their methods of operation as necessary to attract new members. The recent spate of mistakes like Ruby Ridge and Waco give credence to their long-standing claims of governmental power abuses. Such incidents provide fertile recruiting ground for new members as well as for the forming of loose coalitions with other like-minded activist groups.\(^7\)

Another tactic making extremist practitioners more efficient is adoption of "leaderless resistance" as an operating style.\(^8\) Elements of this tactic include decentralized control, independent actions, and the practice of not claiming responsibility for incidents.\(^9\)

"Leaderless resistance," a "doctrine" articulated since the early 1990s by extremist leaders like Louis Beam, has recently become widespread because of the Internet. Leaderless resistance exhibits many of the characteristics of Communist resistance cells, but lacks the primary element of central control. Individual cell members are expected to act in accordance with their beliefs and conviction. Even though cells are not connected formally, they can be given "blind" instructions
through a loose confederation over Internet sites. Leaderless resistance also provides resilience against intelligence collection and member identification, a factor recognized by federal agencies in recent publications. Beam's idea, like numerous others before it, required technological advances to insure its viability. Technology is also critical as a means to advance other efforts of extremist groups.

Technology brings with it the capability to contact vast numbers of people with little expense, and the ability to espouse inflammatory ideas in relative obscurity. The case of Ernst Zundel is an example of technology's worldwide reach and its effectiveness providing obscurity to those who desire it.

Zundel lives and works in Toronto, has a Web site in Santa Cruz, California, and a San Diego E-mail address. Apparently, he dials into the Santa Cruz site and uses the Internet FTP facility to transfer data from a distant location, presumably Toronto. His Web site, "Zundelsite," focuses on the Holocaust, and reaches an international audience. Zundel reports 82 percent of site visitors are from the U.S., 5 percent from Canada, 3 percent from Germany, and 10 percent from other countries ranging from Argentina to Zaire. Zundel's manner of operations shows the Internet clearly obliterates national borders and restrictions.
It is the force multiplier which bridges the gap between widely dispersed cells and allows them to function under the tenet of leaderless resistance. It is also the engine that drives growth in the movement. The extent of its impact was exemplified in hearings on Capital Hill.

According to opening statements in Congressional hearings held in the wake of the Oklahoma City Bombing, there were reported to be 224 militias operating in 39 states during 1995. Recent figures from the Southern Poverty Law Center's Klanwatch indicate a rise in the number of identifiable militia groups to 858. Of this total, 380 are armed organizations and all 50 states now harbor extremist groups. In fact, the dramatic rise has agencies as disparate as the Anti-Defamation League and Jane's Intelligence Review keeping close watch on the groups. For instance, a June, 1995, article in Jane's estimated U.S. memberships as exceeding 50,000 individuals. The ability to generate income is another of technology's contributions fueling the growth of extremism.

For instance, one extremist broadcast effort, "For The People," raised over $4 million in 1994 according to IRS documents. Total sales of extremist related materials and equipment through syndicated radio broadcasts, Web sites, and
newsletters exceed $100 million per year.\textsuperscript{17} In fact, the ability to generate large sums of money without audit trails was a focus area for Congressional investigations.\textsuperscript{18} Much like the Japanese Aum Shinryko cult, the loose coalition of U.S. extremist groups methodically build up "war chests" and seek the capacity to achieve their ends through asymmetrical means such as Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD).

There are numerous examples of individuals with extremist ties who have attempted to develop and use WMD. Among those are Larry Wayne Harris, recently arrested for possession of anthrax vaccine, but who tried to spread bubonic plague through the New York City subway in 1995.\textsuperscript{19} In another, four Minnesota men affiliated with an extremist group called the "Patriots' Council" were sentenced to prison in 1992 for their plot to kill Federal officials with ricin.\textsuperscript{20} Another case involving ricin had an Arkansan with Neo-nazi ties, Thomas Levy, attempted to smuggle 130 grams of the poison from Canada.\textsuperscript{21} Finally, a Portland, Oregon, chemist and anti-government activist named James Bell was arrested for threatening Federal officials with sarin.\textsuperscript{22}

Thus far we have seen how the non-state actors of extremist groups attempted to influence governmental activities. Their collective pursuit of governance by minority rather than majority
has taken many forms. They have combined the elements of
informational, economic, and political means to sow the seeds of
discontent. Practices like leaderless resistance combined with
the technological advances of the Internet allowed single
individuals within the movement to wield disproportional amounts
of power used to shape and direct the focus of others' activities.\textsuperscript{23}

The leveraging of domestic groups with disparate causes under
the overarching umbrella cause of "government mistrust" resulted
in a loose coalition of supporting partners with one sense of
purpose. Proliferation of informational sources through the
technology explosion resulted in the attraction of many new
members to the cause and proved to be a method of financing
expansion as well. Technology also allowed domestic groups to
establish relationships with international radical groups and to
more easily procure WMD materials.\textsuperscript{24} Development, procurement,
and attempted use of WMD significantly heightened the danger
these groups represent.

The QDR was prescient in its forecast of future asymmetrical
attacks. Unfortunately, it did not foresee the use of all
asymmetrical forms of attack by domestic elements. As
disconcerting as that might be, a more significant issue of
current forecasts is the failure to address relationships between extremist groups and serving military members.

The Army's Task Force on Extremist Activities states there is no relationship. However, a look at the grouping of extremist activities in relation to military posts as depicted in Figure Seven indicates another view. There are rather large concentrations of extremist activities in proximity to the various installations. Is the correlation because of the facilities' geographic locations or is there a more sinister reason for the level of visible extremist activity?

Unfortunately, there appears to be evidence of connections between these two collective organizations. The Task Force Report provides some examples. For instance, 3.5 percent of the soldiers who answered the confidential survey reported having been approached to join an extremist group since enlisting. Twice as many (7 percent) said they knew another soldier whom they believed to be a member of an extremist organization, while 11.6 percent reported that they knew a soldier who held extremist views. Finally, 17.4 percent said they had some contact with racist or extremist material. If these numbers are applied to the 495,000 member Army, the findings mean 17,500 soldiers were solicited for recruitment, while 87,000 had contact with
supremacist publications. If one other percentage is applied to the total force, you find 2881 soldiers possibly involved in extremism. In a related vein, FBI personnel conducting recruit background investigations cite examples of parents with extremist beliefs who have their children join the military for the specialized training it offers. There are other indicators regarding relationships between extremists and military members.

Several former military members are well known as active members of extremism groups. Former Green Beret and retired Lieutenant Colonel James “Bo” Gritz is probably the most well known. Not only is he recognized as a leading organizer of anti-government and racist extremist groups, but he was the 1988 vice presidential candidate on the ticket of white supremacist David Duke. He was also instrumental in resolving the Ruby Ridge, Idaho, standoff by negotiating with Randy Weaver. Weaver subsequently surrendered, and Gritz appeared before the Senate hearing concerning the incident. His subsequent testimony supported Weaver’s self-defense contentions in regard to the shooting of an Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms agent. Gritz was also highly critical of the federal agents who attempted to pressure Weaver into the role of an informant for his purported crime of arms possession - a situation later proven false.
Another retired Green Beret with strong ties to extremist groups is former Master Sergeant Glenn Miller. In the late 1970s, Miller founded the North Carolina Knights of the Ku Klux Klan in the vicinity of Fort Bragg, North Carolina. This group later evolved into the White Patriot Party (WPP), becoming the largest and most dangerous Klan group in the country by the mid-1980s. Investigations by the Southern Poverty Law Center revealed a connection between this group and active duty Marines from nearby Camp Lejeune.30

The Marines were training WPP members in the art of warfare at secret locations around the state. In addition, the WWP members had access to stolen military supplies allegedly provided by the Marines.31 More recently, other Camp Lejeune Marines were arrested for stealing arms and providing them to civilian dealers.32

Special Forces troops may be specifically targeted for recruitment into extremist groups. An underground organization of veteran and active duty Special Forces personnel was formed at Fort Bragg in 1992, according to the Southern Poverty Law Center. Called the "Special Forces Underground," it is estimated to have from 35 to 100 members.33 The Task Force Report even notes disturbing trends in this area.
The Report states, "Overall little active recruiting of soldiers by extremist organizations is evident. A possible exception could be Special Operations Forces, which some senior commanders believe are targeted by the militia movement." It states irrefutable proof of this belief was not uncovered, but raises a concern over the lack of minorities in the combat arms. It continues to say,

While the absence of minorities was quite noticeable in all combat units, it is even more pronounced within Special Operations Forces. This representation might lead to adverse human relations consequences in the future by fostering supremacist attitudes among white combat soldiers.

Congressional committees have also recognized the potential for extremist connections to the military.

The House Armed Services Committee warned, in December 1994, of the potentially explosive racial affairs problem in the U.S. military. The committee's investigators noted, "that white supremacist and skinhead activity is ongoing at several bases, with extremist activity at one unnamed base so intense that it poses a threat to good order." The general council for the Majority Staff, Senate Judiciary Committee, Subcommittee on Technology, Terrorism and Government Information, Janis Kephart states the Committee continues to focus on extremism activity. Its concern is the amount of unintended support flowing from
installations. Illegal weapons movement, installation usage, and major supply item pilferage were examples of focus areas.  

Some soldiers also offer a differing view regarding extremism and its presence in the Army. While DOD regulations and Army policy define what extremism organizations consist of and prohibit active membership, individual soldiers do not necessarily agree. Nick, a soldier from the 82nd Airborne Division says, "There's room (for racism)." He continues to say he's proud to be a soldier and his prejudices don't conflict with the oath he took to uphold the Constitution. He said, "My personal beliefs are mine. They don't interfere with my professional life." Former skinheads also provide revelations about extremism activity in the military.

For instance, Tom Hayden joined the Marines at 21 years of age after already being a skinhead for 3 years. While in the Marines, he recruited new members for Tom Metzger's "White Aryan Resistance." Finally, after four years in the Marines, he received an "other than honorable discharge" for "alcohol-related" misbehavior. Now a reformed skinhead, he volunteers at the Simon Wiesenthal Center and counsels troubled teenagers on the dangers of such groups.
Specialist Trent Orndorf, an 82nd Airborne Division trooper, was an extremist skinhead for years before joining the Army. He joined the Army at 26 to straighten out his life. Even though he was attempting to reform his life, he still associated with known skinheads. As a result, he was able to provide detailed information concerning Fort Bragg extremist activities to investigators shortly after the Burmeister killings. While initial Army efforts investigating extremism focused in the Fort Bragg area, there are other Army connections to extremism.

For instance, the "Michigan Militia," a white supremacist group, gained access to U.S. military bases in Michigan through the 92-year-old Civilian Marksmanship Program. The program cost the Army $2.5 million in 1995, and provided 40 million rounds of free ammunition to participants plus access to military firing ranges. Are the services addressing these issues? If so, how effective are their actions? As we move to the next section, a review of current efforts will address these questions.
THE COUNTER

Extremism is thriving throughout the U.S. It is affecting how our military recruits, trains, and responds to its mission of national defense. What are the services doing in response to this danger? Does the fight follow a coordinated strategy or is it focused on the issue “de jour”?

Current efforts lack a coherent approach. Actions are driven by external stimuli. Reactive versus proactive is the common thread running through each part of the strategy. For instance, examination of extremist behavior in the services was triggered by the 1995 Burmeister incident.\(^4\) Congress mandated development of military response teams for domestic WMD incidents.\(^4\) Seams dissect the continuity of counter extremism programs as the issue moves between the law enforcement and national security arenas. The extremist is not constrained by such barriers. In fact, their efforts use technology and other means to obviate boundaries and take advantage of such seams. How are we collectively addressing such issues?

Service efforts currently focus on the ends of preventing the occurrence of other violent incidents like the Burmeister assault. The services selected different ways to achieve this
goal. As an example, the Air Force reissued a message reiterating DOD and Air Force policies against participation in supremacist groups shortly after the incident. It also directed a case review of situations involving those activities for the preceding 24 months.\textsuperscript{46} The Army took a more proactive stance and established the previously discussed task force to investigate extremist behavior.\textsuperscript{47} The then Secretary of Defense, Doctor William Perry, also clarified his policy. He issued a policy memorandum dated May 4, 1995 that reiterated the guidance contained in DOD Directive 1325.6. Doctor Perry also strengthened the policy by providing specific directions to commanders concerning their responsibilities in maintaining awareness of such issues.\textsuperscript{48}

Shortly after the findings of the Army's Task Force were released, DOD reissued its Directive 1325.6.\textsuperscript{49} The directive incorporated the revised policy, as well as clarifying active and passive participation in supremacist activities. It also delineated functions of command to include "vigilance about the existence of such activities," and the "active use of investigative authority to include a prompt and fair complaint process."\textsuperscript{50} There are other more recent actions that seek to further focus these efforts.
For instance, the Air Force is currently considering issuing regulatory guidance concerning skin tattoos, many types of which are viewed as indicators of involvement in extremist activities. The Commandant of the Marine Corps has released an “ALMAR” message that establishes a prohibition against contracting new recruits who have tattoos. He cited the Corps’ experience of low first term enlistment completion for Marines whose previous lifestyles included tattooing. He further commented that the tattoos themselves were not the issue, but rather their indication of a particular pattern of behavior subsequently found incompatible with “good order and discipline.” There are other examples like the Army’s “Consideration of Others” program.

This program is one of the means that the Army uses to shape soldiers’ attitudes. It addresses several areas of civility. Included among those are prejudice, harassment, verbal abuse, and offensive behavior. The program’s main aspects are enforcement, education, and ownership. Enforcement seeks to establish Commander’s Intent, guarantee training time, and actively investigate incidents. The education aspect seeks to inculcate consideration of others as a value starting at initial force entry. When the combination of actions taken through the
enforcement and education processes result in the internalization of consideration of others as a value, ownership is realized.\textsuperscript{52} Another means undertaken to identify and isolate occurrences is the Defense Incident-Based Reporting System. This system standardizes how services report a range of incidents and provides a DOD-wide data base.\textsuperscript{53} The DOD's Equal Opportunity Office provides another means for monitoring and tracking extremism activities.

A senior equal opportunity manager spends approximately one-third of his time researching extremism, defining patterns that might affect the military, and providing information to field agencies. Since initiating this effort in December 1995, he has compiled over 135 six-inch binders of material on specific groups.\textsuperscript{54} This resource is used to educate commanders on extremist indicators such as clothing styles, popular extremist bands and their song titles, specialty book titles, and tattoo types.\textsuperscript{55} Recently established dual purpose programs provide other avenues of attack supporting the overall objective of combating extremism.

Recent executive and legislative actions recognized the overlapping regimes of extremism and terrorism. Presidential Decision Directive 39 defines terrorism as both a law enforcement
and National Security threat, especially in situations involving WMD. It clearly mandates DOD provide rapid response capabilities, assigns consequence management to Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), and law enforcement responsibilities to the Department of Justice (DOJ). DOJ, with the FBI as executive agent, is responsible for domestic threat warnings of terrorist activities.56

The Clinton administration, in support of this directive, supplemented funding for the FBI’s counter-terrorism (CT) programs by almost 40 percent. The FBI created a CT branch that acts as the center for information collection, analysis and dissemination to improve CT efforts at home.57 Congress also provided additional funding and guidance in the Fiscal Year 1997 Defense Authorization Act.

Known as the “Defense Against Weapons of Mass Destruction Act of 1996,” this legislation addresses domestic preparedness. It states the U.S. “lacks adequate planning and countermeasures to address the threat of nuclear, radiological, biological, and chemical terrorism.” It also notes exercises have shown “serious deficiencies in preparedness and severe coordination problems.” The Act directs DOD to establish and carry out a program to provide civilian personnel of Federal, State, and local agencies
with training and expert advice on emergency responses to WMD. DOD must also develop and maintain at least one domestic terrorism rapid response team capable of reacting to chemical and biological incidents. Finally, it directs the Federal Emergency Management Agency to maintain an inventory and database of personnel and responses to WMD situations for access by local, State and Federal officials.58

The interagency community has made great strides forward correcting these deficiencies in the short amount of time since the signing of the aforementioned directives. For example, a "Local Terrorism Planning Model" is available on the Internet. This site provides recommendations for local community preparations in response to an incident. Included is a description of the counter-terrorism roles each federal agency plays. The site also provides such information as: tactical guidelines for the terrorist scene; how to conduct investigations; descriptions of various types of terrorist actions as well as likely targets; profiles of significant terrorist groups; and finally, in-service specialized training and how to conduct it.59

It's obvious through these examples that our "raison d'etat," extremist linkages to the military, are being attacked through a
variety of means. From improved identification of recruits with extremist connections to specialized training for leadership. The recognition of national security issues concerning domestic use of WMD has resulted in the fielding of additional resources that provide indirect benefits to this end. The game plan forming the ways of the attack includes consideration of others, the creation of respect for human dignity, and establishing responsibility for individual actions. Bearing these efforts in mind, are there any weaknesses in this program, and if so, how can they be corrected? Recommendations to address these questions are the focus of the next section.
RECOMMENDATIONS

The previous discussion has shown more than a casual linkage between extremist groups and military members. There are some efforts aimed at breaking this connection. However, most of the support for this issue is a peripheral benefit precipitating out of tangential programs. Bearing that in mind, what actions can be taken to refocus efforts with the specific end of severing this relationship?

First, we must recognize the level of danger extremists represent to both civilian and military interests. The components of this threat include not only recruitment of military members but the asymmetrical use of both the information network and WMD. Secondly, we must consolidate our widespread efforts and establish a focused campaign guided by a single office having both primary responsibility for the strategy and authority to enforce its execution. Lastly, we must insure the long term efficacy of the program in spite of more recent competing crises like sexual harassment, same gender basic training or fissures between active and reserve components.

Specific recommendations include the following:

• Establish a joint, interagency Task Force as lead proponent for tracking extremist activities and organizations. Responsible for development and
execution of centralized guidance in pursuit of national policies.

- Develop protocols for information sharing between national, international agencies, and local law enforcement. Establish standardized, computer-indexed reporting of domestic terrorism, international terrorism, hate crimes, and extremist activities. Include punitive actions for failures to report incidents. Complete current DOD effort and link to proposed national system.

- Petition Congress for relaxation of prohibitions on invasive investigative practices under specified conditions that do not meet criteria as on-going criminal activities.

- Expand current FBI efforts hosting regional information exchanges concerning terrorism and extremism. Increase frequency of occurrence and push down to lower levels. Insure information is captured and promulgated through integrated computer databases.

- Increase funding to allow more complete background investigations on potential enlistees. Establish DOD-wide guidelines on indicators of extremist activity. Also, provide contractual quick release authority for new members who are subsequently found to have extremist ties which were not uncovered during pre-enlisting processing.

- Complete studies similar to the Task Force’s efforts on the remainder of the force and publish results.

- Insure compliance with current guidelines throughout the force including the Reserve Component. Particularly emphasizing annual training for all members.

- Identify critical information nodes, consolidate efforts between military and civilian agencies to increase security and develop the ability to gradually shed system components. The ability to
shed components isolates targeted nodes avoiding the paralyzing cascading effect normally resulting from center of gravity attacks.62

Adoption of these recommendations will correct deficiencies such as those currently inherent in the Defense Incident-Based Reporting System. Deficiencies include the lack of assigned responsibility for correlating data and identifying trends. Also, the lack of a hate crimes category and voluntary reporting guidelines results in only 44 percent of events being reported.63 In addition, the weakness resulting from the lack of centralized control would be resolved.

Centralized control would consolidate efforts currently spread among the independent service investigative branches.64 It would resolve the stovepipe nature of the current system and increase efficiency at the policy level as well. For example, it would connect the numerous Pentagon offices who have pieces of the extremism puzzle by providing oversight guidance.65 It would also provide a defined span of control ensuring centralized focus and accountability for actions. Both elements are of critical importance when addressing the propensity for WMD use by extremists.

The attempted use of WMD by extremists, whether individually or as a member of a group, represents a grave concern for the
nation. The recently released QDR emphasized the critical importance of responding to the increasing danger of asymmetrical threats such as terrorism, information warfare, and the use of nuclear, biological or chemical agents by non-state actors. As exemplified previously, extremists in this country not only have the ability to manufacture or procure such weapons, but also have the desire to use them.

Efforts combating extremism must emphasize this aspect to the next QDR. They must also recognize the increasingly blurred line separating foreign and domestic policies as well as the ever-enlarging role of global economics in international affairs. In keeping with the national priorities of the President, the efforts must recognize the transnational nature of the threat that may require unilateral solutions. They must, in accordance with the National Security Strategy, be designed to prevent, disrupt, and defeat terrorist (extremist) operations before they occur. The tension between ends, and the available ways or means to achieve those ends will always be present. However, the penalty for failure to address the unsymmetrical conditions continuing to develop in these arenas is immense. To put the risk in perspective, you only have to consider the damage caused by an estimated two to three thousand members of the IRA over two
decades to what damage that could be wrought by the estimated
tens of thousands of extremists in America.69
APPENDIX A

The modern history of U.S. extremist groups dates back to the civil rights movement and de-segregation efforts of the mid-1960s. During this period organizations like the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan (KKKK) came to be violent forces affecting the civil liberties of many. Federal and state governments expended significant resources to blunt the efforts of such groups. Subsequently, the groups' abilities to spread poisonous rhetoric and actions were crippled. During this tumultuous time, individuals like David Duke, Louis Beam, and Don Black were beginning their long-term associations with extremist groups.

Duke was first arrested in 1970 for protesting at a Tulane University anti-war speech. At the time of his arrest, he was nineteen years old and attired in a full Nazi dress uniform. Beam, the former head of the Texas KKKK, was indicted on federal sedition charges in 1987 and placed on the Federal Bureau Of Investigation's Ten Most Wanted List. Later, he was found not guilty of the charge and continues his anti-government rhetoric.

Black, an associate of Duke, served three years in federal prison for conspiring with a white supremacist group to overthrow the government of the Caribbean island of Dominica. He also ran
for one of Alabama's U.S. senate seats, receiving strong support from anti-Semitic and racist Neo-nazi groups. One other individual has played prominently in the recent growth of extremism.

William Pierce Smith, a former instructor at Oregon State University, has a doctorate in physics. Commonly held to be the most articulate strategist of the extremist movement, Smith heads a West Virginia-based racist group known as the National Alliance. He claims an audience of 100,000 listeners for his radio show, "American Dissident Voices," and publishes a racist journal called the "National Vanguard." He is probably best known throughout the movement as author (under the pen name Andrew MacDonald) of The Turner Diaries.

Individuals with serious extremist convictions consider the book, which chronicles the violent overthrow of the federal government by white revolutionaries, a seminal work. It describes a bombing using Ammonium Nitrate Fuel Oil (ANFO) as a weapon. The improvised explosive device used at the Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City was very similar in construction to bomb described in Pierce's fictitious account. When questioned by Mike Wallace of CBS television about the striking parallels between his book and the Oklahoma bombing, he
dismissed the action. He unabashedly stated, "The U.S. is not in a revolutionary state yet - people have more learning to do before they are ready for a revolution." 75

Figure One highlights an important point for understanding the current state of affairs. There are obvious connections between the numerous groups illustrated. One only needs to color code individuals' names as they appear in different organizations. The resulting colorful web clearly links many of the radical white supremacists of twenty years ago to current movements. These individuals learned their lessons from past battles, toned down their rhetoric and enlisted the support of "strange bedfellows." The bedfellows include the Christian Right, abortion rights activists, Second Amendment rights groups, and activists against government abuse. 76
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APPENDIX B

Explaining a base case involving anthrax and its consequences provides a rather graphic example of the need to quell such proliferation. Figures Two through Six display situations resulting from various degrees of exposure to anthrax. Each case plots secondary exposures considering variable contact rates, infection rates and treatment intervention. A review of Figures Two, Three, and Five provides best and worst case scenarios.

Figure Two shows the result of an initial group of ten infected people who have secondary contact with five individuals each. The infection rate of the secondary exposures is thirty percent, a conservative estimate. In thirty days, the achieved mortality rate is only ten percent. Generally, it would take about seven days for medical facilities to isolate the illness type and provide appropriate treatment. In this situation, even with that delay, the number of casualties will not overwhelm available facilities. However, if the infection rate is increased to a realistic fifty percent as shown in Figure Three, the number of deaths becomes staggering.

The death of more than 200,000 people in 30 days will significantly affect the U.S. population. Genetically altered anthrax could possibly spread through the air. As a consequence,
family members, friends, coworkers, and health care professionals would be exposed to the threat before steps could be taken to minimize transmission. As in the case of other airborne viruses like smallpox, the public-health and health-care-delivery system would be overwhelmed. Are we able to successfully quarantine entire communities to contain the disease, an action we haven’t accomplished in almost a century? Are there enough antibiotics available nationwide to treat those affected? If the answers to those rhetorical questions were available, they would probably not provide a measure of comfort to anyone. Let’s take the discussion one step further and look a “worst case” scenario.

Figure Five provides a situation so immense it is almost unfathomable. The original patients still have secondary contact with only five others. But in this case, the infection rate is seventy percent (based on the assumption that the anthrax is transmittable by airborne means). Within thirty days, the numbers of dead would approach eight hundred million souls! Is such a scenario possible? Given the correct conditions, such a situation is quite possible. If the initial exposure were to occur in a high volume pedestrian traffic area like an international airport, the initial victims would spread the exposure nationwide. Such wide spread distribution would limit
case load numbers in specific locations thus decreasing the
likelihood of early detection. The projection for infection then
follows the logarithmic progression as depicted. Failure of the
U.S. infrastructure nationwide will be the end result of such an
event. In any case, the obvious conclusion from this rather
simplistic discussion is the overwhelming national need to avoid
such a situation at all cost.
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Figure 5
Medical Cases from Single Anthrax Exposure of 10 People
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Incubation Period = 2 days
Infection rate = 30%
Hospitalization = 50%
Mortality = 10%
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